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ABSTRACT
CJ Freshway is the first large company to enter the food distribution business. They
cover a wide range of the food distribution business in Korea. With the reputation of its parent
company CJ Group in Korea, they could attract a number of customers, who are restaurant
owners and franchise restaurant brands. CJ Freshway formed joint ventures called Freshone
with small-medium sized food ingredients distributors by obtaining 51% or more of total share.
Attracting more local distributors to join Freshone is vital for CJ Freshway to expand the
business and get competitive advantage. Through joint venture, CJ Freshway could leverage the
tacit knowledge and networks of the local distributors. Also, CJ Freshway could respond to the
social atmosphere that requires coexistence with small businesses. By joining Freshone,
distributors can secure stable income and shorten the distribution process with the advantage of
CJ Freshway’s system. However, CJ Freshway’s market share is only between 2-3% in the B2B
section of food distribution industry. They are still the market leader, yet considering the profit
earned, CJ Freshway has a long way to go. Furthermore CJ Freshway underwent the conflict
with local distributors. The conflict caused CJ Freshway loses trust from local distributors. What
should CJ Freshway do in the food distribution market for sustainable competitive edge?
COMPANY OVERVIEW
CJ Group Overview
CJ Group, a parent company of CJ Freshway, is an influential conglomerate in Korea.
The vision of CJ Group is as following: “Create a new culture, for healthy, happy and convenient
lifestyles”. It has 14 affiliates with wide coverage from food, media, entertainment sectors, and
culture.
CJ, which stands for Cheil-Jedang, was originally a sugar manufacturing company
founded by Byungchul Lee as a division of Samsung Trading in 1953. Cheil-Jedang was quite
successful by exporting sugar to Okinawa, Japan and successfully launched sugar brand,
‘Baeksul’, which became one of the biggest food brands in Korea. In addition, Cheil-Jedang
released beef flavored spices (used in making broth) called Dashida. With its’ success, CheilJedang became a prominent food company in Korea.
There was a turning-point for CJ, when its founder Byungchul Lee passed away in 1993.
Cheil-Jedang became independent from Samsung Group. Cheil Jedang entered a restaurant
industry, and opened a family restaurant named ‘Skylark’. It also started an entertainment
business by establishing Dreamworks SKG. Changing the company’s name to CJ, they focused
mainly on four businesses: Food & Food service, Bio & Pharma, Entertainment & Media, and
Retail & Logistics. CJ group is the 14th largest company in Korea in terms of total asse
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CJ Freshway Overview
Service and Products Overview
CJ Freshway is a food and beverage distributor supplying over 20,000 domestic and
international food items. CJ Freshway supplies fishery and livestock products, processed foods,
and kitchen appliances to food dealers, food service providers, franchises, and general
restaurants. It also provides a contract meal service for hundreds of restaurants. Moreover, it
supplies global brand products with competitive price to its clients.
CJ Freshway started its food distribution business in 1999 in Korea and has been leading
the domestic market ever since. The Korean food distribution industry, currently worth about
27.3 billion USD (33 trillion won) a year, is expected to further grow in the future. (Oh, 2015)
As the leader in the domestic food distribution industry, CJ Freshway develops wide
distribution channels, production development capabilities, and competitive purchasing
capability, systematic quality and sanitation management systems (Song, 2015).
Distribution Channel
CJ Freshway made a change to deliver the products from producers to customers. In
Korea, producers had to go through multiple intermediary distribution channels to sell their
products to customers. In this process, shipping cost of the product and profit margin of
intermediary distributor were added on the products. Producers can reduce the burden of
contacting many distributors and product price decreases as CJ Freshway directly deliver the
products of producers to customers (see Figure 1) (Nam, 2013). To achieve this goal, CJ
Freshway forms a joint venture with the wholesalers and consumers, called Freshone. In the
traditional food distribution process, there were many stages and it caused high price and low
quality. However, CJ Freshway integrated the stages and thus shortened the pathway from
producer to consumer. Freshone is a center where they cooperate with local small-medium sized
distributors in order to shorten the distribution steps and minimize the costs of food distribution
(Nam, 2013).
Figure 1
THE CHANGE IN DISTRIBUTION PROCESS

Resources: Heungkuk Securities(Nam, 2013)
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Industry Overview
The food distribution industry consists of B2B and B2C markets. The B2B market,
worth 39 billion USD (47 trillion won), occupies 45% of the total industry, with the remainder
occupied by the B2C market (Nam, 2013) as illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2
VALUE OF EACH NETWORK IN THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY (IN BILLION DOLLARS)

Resources: Samsung Securities(Nam, 2013)

In these two markets, there are four main networks. For B2C market, the retailer
network focuses on distributing products to large retailing stores like Homeplus, E-mart, and
Lotte Mart. For B2B market, there are three types of networks. First, the institutional food
service sector provides food ingredients to school and company cafeterias. Second, there is the
restaurant network that provides food ingredients to franchises or small-medium sized
restaurants. Lastly, the raw material network provides food resources to food manufacturing
factories, wholesalers, and retailers (Nam, 2013).
CJ Freshway focuses on the B2B market. CJ Freshway focuses on contracts with the big
franchises and restaurants section. Consumers tend to expect the same taste of food wherever
franchise restaurants they visit. Thus, CJ Freshway enables local restaurants to provide franchise
restaurants with consistent food ingredients. Freshone is a joint venture formed with local smallmedium sized distributors, who had their own distribution channels with local consumers. Small
sized distributors are those directly linked to the local restaurant owners. Medium sized
distributors are connected to the small sized distributors.
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CJ Freshway does not plan to enter the B2C market in the near future as the market is
already very saturated with other firms. In the B2B market, CJ Freshway is the largest domestic
player. Its main competitors are as following: Hyundai Ourhome, Daesang Bestco, and
Shinsegye Food (Oh, 2015).
Figure 3
SHARE IN B2B MARKET
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Resources: Eugene Investment Securities(Oh, 2015)

Figure 4
LARGE COMPANIES IN THE B2B MARKET
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As Figure 3 shows, large companies such as CJ Freshway and Shinsegae Food only
occupy about 6% of B2B market share because local restaurants prefer to procure ingredients
from small companies (Oh, 2015), and cash transactions in order to avoid paying tax (Koo, 2015).
Although CJ Freshway is the market leader, it only has around 2.5% market shares.
Figure 4 depicts the market share in the B2B food distribution market among large companies.
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CJ Freshway takes about 45% and other 6 large companies including Ourhome, Daesang Bestco,
and Shinsegye Food take the rest.
In the food distribution market, three factors, rivalry, bargaining power of supplier, and
bargaining power of buyer are important. Since bargaining power of buyer is very high and
industry competition is fierce, they have to fulfill the customers’ needs with competitive price.
However, it is hard to cut price when purchasing food ingredients, because the price of food
ingredient is decided by auction considering the quality of the product, the supply of that day,
and estimated crop of that year.
Achieving economies of scale is crucial in the food distribution industry. According to
the interview with internal executive, the average profit rate in food distribution market is 2 to
3%. Since the price of food ingredients is open to the public and it is hard to differentiate the
products and services, it is difficult to raise profit rate.
There are two ways to reduce cost; one is increase purchase quantity and the other is
contract cultivation. By increasing purchase quantity, CJ Freshway would be able to gain the
advantage of economies of scale. The company will get more bargaining power toward suppliers
and decrease cost. Contract cultivation means that a company makes a contract about the price
and quantity with producers in advance, and then purchases the exact amount of products at the
price in the contract. CJ Freshway implements contract cultivation but they cannot make
contracts for every product. To manage contract cultivation, merchandisers should be assigned to
each product sector or farm. However, CJ Freshway is handling hundreds of products, so it
would cost too much for managing each product. Instead, CJ Freshway conducts contract
cultivation only when quality and price of products will greatly vary, such as strawberry and
potatoes. Thus, in the case of most products, purchasing in large quantity to achieve economies
of scale would be the optimal way to cut cost of purchasing.
Competitor analysis
In the food distribution industry, there are four main players, which are CJ Freshway,
Ourhome and Daesang Bestco. As a way to create competitive advantage and to keep up with the
competition within the industry as it gets fiercer, these four players have entered the industry by
adopting different business models and approaches. Among three other players within the
industry, Daesang Bestco and Ourhome are considered to be the two direct competitors of CJ
Freshway.
Daesang Bestco
Daesang Bestco is regarded as one of the strongest players in the food distribution
industry. Its business model is solely focused on providing food distribution service. While other
competitors, including Ourhome and Hyundai Green Food both provide services such as
restaurants business, school food service, and banquets business, Daesang Bestco positioned
mainly provides food materials distribution service. As Daesang Bestco is well-specialized in
food material distribution service, it has competitive advantage in outbound logistics, where the
food materials are shopped and delivered from its large offline warehouse. As such, its strength
and uniqueness come from its operating model that provides two main forms of direct service
with its warehouse utilization. The first one is Cash & Carry, which is a form of trade that goods
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are sold from a wholesale warehouse operated on a self-service basis. The second form is Cash &
Delivery, which the company actually delivers the ordered products to the customers outbounded
from the warehouse store. To increase its size, Daesang Bestco has acquired 20 small-medium
sized distributors through M&A. However, it does not seem to have any positive consequence
just yet as it has been suffering loss for five consecutive years since 2011.
Ourhome
Ourhome is the strong player especially in the school food service. However, since it is
acting as a fast follower in other business service, it is considered as another direct competitor of
CJ Freshway. It was formerly part of LG Food Distribution, but it became independent in the
year 2000. Ourhome pursues diversification strategy to enter other services such as food
materials processing and food materials manufacturing by introducing several private brands and
new types of processed food.
STRENGTHS OF CJ FRESHWAY
First-mover advantage as a market leader
Figure 5
NUMBER OF FRANCHISE RESTAURANTS

Figure 6
NUMBER OF FRANCHISE RESTAURANT BRANDS
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Resource: Fair Trade Commission
(https://franchise.ftc.go.kr/franchise/statistics.jsp, 2015)

CJ Freshway was the first large company that entered food distribution business in
Korea. CJ Freshway attracted many franchise brands as the first mover of the market. As the
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show, the number of franchise restaurant brands and franchise stores are
increasing over time. Many franchise restaurant brands wanted a stable and punctual supply of
high quality food ingredients. Especially for franchise restaurant brands, all branches have to
maintain standardized products and service to customers. The leading franchise brands such as,
Seoga & Cook, Warawara, and Chilsung-Pocha are the customers of CJ Freshway.
CJ Freshway covers a wide range of the food distribution business and it helps the
company to diversify risks and get more chance to grow. The biggest part of revenue comes from
distributing food materials for restaurants. CJ Freshway also distributes raw materials to food
processing companies, and provides contract meal service. In contrast, its competitors focus only
on specific customers or market.
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Vertical integration with other CJ firms
As a part of CJ Group, CJ Freshway can enjoy synergy from other CJ businesses such as
CJ CheilJedang, CJ Foodvile and CJ Korea Express. First, CJ Freshway can supply food
ingredients to CJ CheilJedang and CJ Foodville. CJ CheilJedang is a food company, which has
various products, such as sugar, cooked rice, and ham. In addition, CJ Freshway supplies food
materials to CJ Foodville, which has 14 restaurant brands and over 2000 stores. According to the
interview with an executive of CJ Freshway, the revenue from CJ Group takes up about 20% of
CJ Freshway’s revenue.
In addition, CJ Group helps CJ Freshway to develop PB (Private Brand) products. PB
product is manufactured by retailers, and it is distributed exclusively via retailer who
manufactured it. PB product is the key source of competitiveness of food distribution company.
When developing new PB products, it is very important to understand food culture and needs of
customers. In this perspective, CJ Cheil-Jedang is perfect partner for CJ Freshway. CJ Cheil
Jedang has a capability in developing food products.
PB is one of the critical sources providing the company with competitive advantage. As
food distribution businesses is undergoing a long-term recession in the moment, they have turned
to develop PB products as a solution. These products are cheaper as it can reduce the cost in
distribution process CJ Freshway can attract more customers and increase profit by utilizing its
PB products, such as, It’s Well, and Freshway. PB products are expected to have prospective
growth in the near future.(Lee, 2012)
Also inbound logistics and logistics between Freshway hub centers and Freshone centers
are operated by CJ Korea Express. So CJ Freshway can manage their stocks efficiently with the
help of CJ Korea Express, applying up-to-date SCM technology.
Reputation
The reputation of CJ in Korea attracts restaurant owners and franchise restaurant brands as
customers due to its history and high quality products. Restaurant owners mainly consider two
factors when choosing food material suppliers; price and reliability. In addition, franchise brands
aim to expand by drawing more franchisees, and thus these brands collaborate with prominent
partners like CJ Freshway. In Korea, people tend to open franchise restaurants after retirement,
without any experience and knowledge in food and beverage business. Therefore, in the process
of deciding on which franchise restaurant to make contract with, the reputation of CJ may give
these potential franchisees a sense of reliability.
FRESHONE
In the food distribution industry, most competitors, such as Daesang Bestco expanded
their businesses through M&A (Mergers and Acquisition) to gain direct control over operations
and sales. In contrast, CJ Freshway formed a joint venture with small-medium sized local
distributors by obtaining 51% or more of the total shares (See Table 1). This joint venture is
called Freshone. The distributors of Freshone receive monthly payments, dividends, and
incentives from CJ Freshway. In Freshone, actual sales and delivery of ingredients happen,
whereas CJ Freshway provides distribution centers, hygiene system in delivery, and taxation
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services.
There are four CJ Freshway centers in Icheon, Suwon, Jangseong, Yangsan and nine
Freshone centers including Seoul, Jungbu, Namseoul, Gangnam, Daejeon, Gwangju, Incheon,
Daegu and Busan (see Figure 7). CJ Freshway centers collect food ingredients from producers
and then distribute them to each Freshone center(see Figure 7).
Table 1
SHARE RATIO OF CJ FRESHWAY ON FRESHONE IN 2015
Types
Location
Shares
Settled
date
CJ Freshway Qingdao corporation
China
Dec
100.00
Shanghai Blue Wish Catering Service
China
Dec
96.87
CO,. LTD
CJ Food Service(Shanghai) CO,. LTD
China
Dec
100.00
CJ Freshway (Shenyang) CO,. LTD
China
Dec
100.00
CJ Freshway Vietnam CO.. LTD
Vietnam
Dec
100.00
CJ Freshway America Corporatioon
US
Dec
100.00
Freshone Incheon
Republic of Korea
Dec
51.00
Freshone Gwangju
Republic of Korea
Dec
53.68
Freshone Jungbu
Republic of Korea
Dec
61.48
Freshone Namseoul
Republic of Korea
Dec
87.67
Freshone Gangnam
Republic of Korea
Dec
51.82
Freshone Dongseoul
Republic of Korea
Dec
63.28
Freshone Daegu
Republic of Korea
Dec
51.00
TOTAL

Book
value(USD)
4,104,581.96
2,752,708.60
825,285.32
284,707.08
422,039.06
1,314,988.59
3,374,388.37
11,877,283.79
7,802,939.39
5,327,331.98
1,120,109.90
38,360,984.02

Resources: CJ Freshway

Figure 7
DOMESTIC LOCATIONS OF CJ FRESHWAY HUB CENTERS AND FRESHONE CENTERS

Resources: CJ Freshway
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Figure 8
DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL OF CJ FRESHWAY

What differentiates CJ Freshway from other food distribution firms is that CJ Freshway
expands their business using Freshone centers. While CJ Freshway focuses more on big business
partners
such
as
food
franchises,
Freshone
focuses
on
smallmedium sized food distributors. CJ Freshway is aiming to grow rapidly using Freshone. On avera
ge, the business owners that joined Freshone were gaining about 70% of their food ingredients fr
om CJ Freshway, whereas the business owners that have not joined Freshone buy 10% of their fo
od ingredients from CJ Freshway. Thus, CJ Freshway can increase its net sales by attracting mor
e small-medium sized distributors to join Freshone.
CJ Freshway sends three employees to each Freshone center to enhance the
communication between CJ Freshway headquarter and the local Freshone centers. These three
employees belong to the HR department of CJ Freshway. They gather up information from each
Freshone center once a month. In the headquarter, then, they hold a meeting and share
information.
Benefits of Freshone
CJ Freshway can leverage the local distributors’ know-how and networks by cooperating
with the local distributors in Freshone. CJ Freshway makes new customers (e.g. local restaurant
owners) by collaborating with the local small-medium sized distributors.
Daesang Bestco pursued M&A to acquire small-medium sized local food distributions
and they were harshly criticized in public. There is a great concern in Korea that chaebol
destroys the small local businesses. For instance, law forbids the operation of large retailers in
certain weekend. Joint venture is more focusing on utilizing and enhancing the current networks
of small-medium sized distributors rather than attracting them through acquisitions. Joint venture
enables co-evolution between big firms of small-medium sized firms.
The increase in the number of small-medium sized distributors joining Freshone leads
the increase of revenue and market share of Freshone. For example, in 2012, the number of
small-medium sized distributors in Freshone Nam-Seoul increased from 180 to 230. In the same
period, the profit of Freshone Nam-Seoul rose from $780,000 to $1,198,000(CJ, 2012). As more
9
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small-medium sized distributors join Freshone, CJ Freshway would be able to achieve
economies of scales accordingly in purchasing the food ingredients. As the quantity of food
resources increases, CJ Freshway would be able to bargain and negotiate to lower the purchasing
prices and this will further result in increasing the profit as a whole (Jang, 2012).
Local distributors can attract more local restaurant owners as customers and hygiene
system of CJ Freshway. By working with CJ Freshway, their status and reputation is increased
and they gain fixed amount of income securely. In addition, by joining Freshone, they can now
get extra incentive from the company based on their ability.
The process of food distribution will be more standardized and shortened when
collaborating with CJ Freshway. This makes the local distributors use more advanced equipment
and devices provided by CJ Freshway.
CHALLENGES OF FRESHONE
Freshone underwent conflicts with small-medium sized local distributors. The conflict
deteriorated the trust relationship between the company and distributors. Also, it gave negative
impact on local distributors who consider joining Freshone. In 2011, Freshone Busan tried to
draw small-medium sized food distributors, but at the same time, Freshone also attempted to
open C&C(Cash and Carry) center (Byun, 2013). C&C is a market type distribution center to sell
food ingredients directly to restaurant owners which excludes small medium-sized distributors in
the process of food transaction. It caused frustration to local distributors about being excluded
from the business by Freshone, while CJ Freshway will take away their know-how and customer
network from local distributors.
Local association of small-medium sized distributors in Busan opposed to Freshone, arguing
that Freshone threatened their business. The association tried to prevent Freshone drawing smallmedium sized distributors, arguing that individual small food distributors would not be able to
survive in the market. The association also asked the government to resolve this conflict with CJ
Freshway. Finally, in 2014, it came to a settlement that CJ Freshway would try to coexist with
small local distributors. Also operating C&C was prevented by the government to protect smallmedium sized distributors. Freshone lost trust of local distributors and it made Freshone difficult
to attract small-medium sized distributors.
Second, CJ Freshway is aiming to enlarge their shares in Freshone more than 51%.
However, this might blur the idea of co-evolution between CJ Freshway and small-medium sized
distributors as a form of joint venture. Small-medium distributors who are considering joining
Freshone might think that CJ Freshway is not pursuing co-evolution. Also, small-medium sized
distributors might assume that they will be eliminated when CJ Freshway acquires Freshone.
This leads CJ Freshway to another question, whether they should keep on enlarging their shares
in Freshone.
Third, Freshone is going through the difficulty in attracting more local distributors to join
Freshone. According to the interview with an executive of CJ Freshway, it is not easy to draw
them to Freshone. It is assumed that the benefits the local distributors gain when they join
Freshone are not sufficient. When distributors join Freshone, the owners of each business
become less in charge compared to being the sole owner of the business. After joining in
Freshone, they have to follow the decision of CJ Freshway in the distribution process and share
profit with the company. Thus, to increase local distributors joining Freshone, the benefits of
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joining Freshone must be superior to the losses.
CONCLUSION
Due to the features of food distribution industry, where margin hardly gets high, the only
way to thrive in the fierce environment is to realize economies of scale. As a means to gain
economies of scale, it can be said that a firm is given three options: joint venture, M&A, and
contacting the local distributors on their own. For CJ Freshway, it is distinguished with other
firms as they formed a joint venture with small-medium sized distributors. Small-medium sized
distributors can gain the standardized process and revenue increase by participating in Freshone.
CJ Freshway can utilize the networks of local distributors. However, Freshone centers are
currently still struggling to gain the wholesalers and small-medium sized distributors, although
the features of Freshone were expected to be very attractive. Although CJ still stands as the
leader in the B2B section of the industry, their market share sums up to only about 2-3 percent.
As this percentage refers profits, the actual distributors who have not joined Freshone sum up to
more than 97% of the whole market.(Oh, 2015)
Furthermore, CJ Freshway is aiming to enlarge their shares in Freshone starting from 51%
at the beginning of contract (See share ratio in Figure 6). However, this might blur the idea of coevolution between CJ Freshway and small-medium sized distributors as a form of joint venture,
Freshone. This leads CJ Freshway to another question, whether they should keep on enlarging
their shares in Freshone or maintain their shares as currently done.
Table 2
INCOME STATEMENT OF CJ FRESHWAY FROM 2013 ~ 2015.03.31 (IN USD)

Resources: CJ Freshway
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1. B2b food ingredient market development and forecast
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Resources: Yearbook of Food Service Industry(2010), The bank of Korea

Appendix 2. Sales portion of each business units in cj freshway in 2014
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Resource: CJ Freshway, Samsung Securites(Nam, 2014)
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Appendix 3. Benchmarking Model: Sysco
Sysco is a food distribution company that takes up the largest market share with 18% in
the US. Many companies in Korea are benchmarking Sysco, since Sysco made success through
integrating many small-medium sized distributors with M&A. As there are many small-medium
sized distributors in Korean food distribution industry, many companies try to refer to Sysco’s
case. Other than their successful M&A, there are also other factors that made them superior than
their competitors.
First, by expanding their distribution centers aggressively, Sysco could cut cost by
shortening delivery route and attracting new customers. This led to curtailing the total cost of
logistics and improvement of quality and stock management. Therefore, this system became one
of the main drives of rapid growth.
Second, Sysco satisfies various segments of customers with PB (private brand) products
appropriate for each segment. As the figure shows, there are four brands of products that are
segmented with different quality and price. With segmented products, Sysco could target
customers with different needs more efficiently. (Oh, 2015)
SYSCO'S PRIVATE BRANDS
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Appendix 4. CJ Freshway introduction video

Resource: Youtube(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl2LZkFcAQc, 2013)
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